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MONTREAL
OUTFRONT has been around for a century, and with age 

comes wisdom - and some of Montréal’s most iconic 
billboard locations! Quartier des Spectacles, Mile End, and 
Quartier DIX30 are just a couple of the unmistakable places 

we showcase our clients and their brands. Our Montréal 
office acts as a complete business hub, posting and 
managing nearly half of the city’s poster inventory.



DIGITAL
OUTFRONT’s digital network is strategically located on some of the most congested, high traffic highways in 
Montreal (including autoroutes 40, 15 and 440) ensuring a long exposure time for your campaign. 



BIXI
Our exclusive BIXI partnership adds significant core presence in Montreal. Located in 16 boroughs,
BIXI offers advertisers access to an urban audience who is increasingly using their bike as a mode of 
transportation.



SIDE-BY-SIDE POSTERS
OUTFRONT is the only outdoor operator with side-by-side posters in Montreal. These billboards offer 
advertisers the opportunity to elevate their brand’s message by telling a story though the creative use of 
strategic board placement.



LARGE FORMATS
OUTFRONT sees big with its well-established network of large formats. Our Superboards
generate great impact and take advantage of the city-wide network, including hard to reach areas 
such as Lachine. Our Permanents are one of the most prestigious OOH placements. Thanks to 
their scale and iconic locations; these large formats still dominate Montreal.



OOH AUDIENCE
123 Ind.
Age 25-54

44%
Have a university 
degree

$110K
Average HHI 

120 Ind.
Have children

21%
Professionals

Billboards, 
122 

Digital, 125 

Street 
furniture, 122 

Heavy OOH, 
134 

25-54’s OOH Exposure

116 Ind.
Will pay more for 
premium products

SOURCE: Numeris RTS Montreal 2020

Index: 100 



MONTREAL

POSTERS DIGITAL SUPERBOARDS

PERMANENTS BIKE STANDS
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WHAT WE HAVE HERE

25+
Digitals

490+
Posters

35+
Superboards

590+
Bike Stands

10+
Permanents



TOTAL 
MONTREAL
COVERAGE

Posters Transit Shelters Superboards

Permanents Bike Stands Digitals
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